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Introduction
Since two key publications in the 1990s (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1996; O'Toole, 1994) multimodality has been a growing field which has developed into a handful of overlapping and distinctive sub-fields (Jewitt, Bezemer, & O'Halloran, 2016) . At its core lies the drive to produce more detailed and predictive forms of analysis of all types of communication. Over the past decade it has become much more usual to find scholarly articles in fields such as critical discourse studies, sociolinguistics and pragmatics, using multimodality are part of their analysis which includes things like images, textbooks, videos, monuments, spaces, etc.
Such critical work draws from the broader field of multimodality in different ways. But what underpins much of it are a number of core principles from the systemic functional linguistics (SFL) of Halliday (1978) and (1985) , specifically as described by Halliday and Matthiesen (2014) , which themselves form the basis of the approaches taken by Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) and by O'Toole (1994) . In one sense this SFL based multimodality, we would argue, has become used as a kind of grand theory of all forms of communication, used to look at things like web pages and printed pages (Bauldry & Thibault, 2006) , packaging (Wagner, 2015) , film (Bauldry & Thibault, 2006; Tseng, 2013) , music (Van Leeuwen, 1999) and art (O'Toole, 1994) . These are hugely different semiotic phenomena yet approached through a common set of principles and analytical models derived from the work of Halliday's (1978 Halliday's ( , 1985 SFL.
So far, however, there has been little reflection on whether this is entirely unproblematic. And specifically, which is our concern in this paper, there has been a lack of consideration as to whether such models are appropriate for the work done in CDS. CDS is, broadly, a critical investigation of diverse social phenomena, with language as its core focus, aiming at challenging what is usually taken for granted, in order to draw out buried discourses which support the interests of specific ideologies and dominant groups in society (e.g. Wodak & Meyer, 2016) . Language here is seen as a social practice and the focus is on its contexts of use (Flowerdew & Richardson, 2018) . Crucially, as Van Dijk (2013) points out, this is a problem-oriented approach which must rely on methods that are 'able to give a satisfactory (reliable, relevant, etc.) answer to the questions of a research project'. Whether indeed the principles of SFL which undedrpin and guide multimodal analysis are suitable for such a critical approach is a discussion which needs to take place. It has now, in fact, been argued amongst multimodal scholars that it is now time to pause, reflect upon, criticize and consolidate, the kinds of concepts used (Bateman, Wildfeuer, & Hiippala, 2017; Ledin & Machin, 2018a) .
In this paper we reflect on several of the core concepts and procedures for analysis taken from SFL which have become widely accepted as the basis for multimodal discourse analysis. We argue that these create problems which surface in scholarly work where it is not so clear whether what gets done is actually a process of analysis or purely one of labelling things through set of pre-established categories. In such work it can become unclear whether the payoff is justified from the complexity of analysis. And, we argue, relatively blunt concepts and 'systems' of semiotic features can in fact act as a filter for how data is approached, irrespective of what form of tools might better suit analysis. We make some suggestions as to how we can overcome these problems. SFL offers some highly valuable tools and concepts, but we need to carefully consider how we apply these, and we need a model of analysis that can deal with the material, and social practice based, nature of the forms of communication that we want to critically analysis.
Multimodality as a grand theory
The contemporary SFL based multimodality approach is clarified in a number of recent key texts which present overviews of the field (Djonov & Zhao, 2018; Jewitt et al., 2016) . It is common to find this approach across scholarly work which draws on multimodality and formed the basis for earlier key texts in multimodality (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1996) . Here, drawing specifically on Halliday and Matthiesen (2014) , the argument is made that analysis should start from Halliday's metafunctions in order to establish the underlying system/grammar of any instance of communication. This would apply to photographs, food packaging, a webpage, or a film.
In simple terms these metafunctions have been used in SFL to account for the way that language is organized to fulfil three basic functions: 1. the need to communicate ideas and experiences (the ideational metafunction); 2. to form social relationships and identities (the interpersonal metafunction); and 3. to create coherence (the textual metafunction). An assumption is made in this form of grand-theory multimodality that all forms of communication are structured on the basis of these types of meanings. We then identify the system of choices which are used to fulfil the metafunctions, whether in a photograph, food package, or a film. For example, for a photograph this might mean how the interpersonal function is fulfilled through things like 'proximity', 'angle of interaction' and 'gaze'.
This methodological approach is spelled out by Jewitt et al. (2016, p. 49 ):
(1) Developing metafunctionally organized systems (2) Analysing the text according to the choices that are selected (3) Interpreting combinations of choices according to register and genre. Djonov and Zhao (2018) state, in a similar fashion, that two tenets from SFL underlie (much) multimodal research. First that 'every act of communication simultaneously constructs three broad types of meaning, or "metafunctions"' and second that 'the meaning potential of semiotic modes can be modelled as systems of interrelated choices, paradigmatically, where each has a distinctive structural realization' (ibid., p. 4). The unit of analysis is the clause in the SFL approach to language. In this grand-theory model of multimodality the equivalent of clauses must be found for different forms of communication. Texts or semiotic artefacts are then 'annotated' according to (semantic) system choices attached to the metafunctions.
In what follows we examine these stages and the theoretical assumptions in SFL which lead to these assumptions. We consider how directly these are of use for accounting for other forms of communication and for answering research questions.
The notion of context
Our first point addresses the way that grand-theory multimodality accepts a notion of context from SFL which becomes problematic once it is applied beyond spoken language to different types of communication. SFL defines text as 'any instance of living language that is playing some part in a context of situation' (Halliday & Hasan, 1989, p. 31) . It is seen as a realization of a context of situation, as these authors illustrate in Figure 1 . We see that the text is representated in the right hand column and the situation and context in the left hand column.
SFL is about devising a grammar. So we assume that any clause or instance of language, the text, is imprinted with the metafunctions. We see this in the right-hand column. For each metafunction we are given the part of language, or system which realizes these functions. We see that the ideational/experiental meanings are realized by things like transitivity (verb processes) and by how things are named. The interpersonal meanings are realized by moods and modality (or example for indicating certainty such as 'I will' or 'I may'). The textual function is realized by the grammar which allows it to fit together in an information structure. In the left-hand column we see how from this we can make certain assumptions about the context. So the metafunctions and systems which realize them link to contextual features such as 'field' (what is going on) which tends to be realized by the ideational/ experiental metafunction, 'tenor' (the relations between participants) by the interpersonal metafunction and 'mode' (the channel of communication -spoken, written, etc.) by the textual. These broad notions of field, tenor and mode are unique to SFL and have, in fact, been crticised for giving a rather shallow and even arbitrary description of context, for example not accounting for the properties of participants, nor conflicting interests and power relations (Van Dijk, 2008, Chap. 2) .
For spoken language this general model appears to work. This is because the 'context of situation' where language is used becomes an activity. Context is, therefore, something that unfolds together with language and is infused in language in concrete situations. For written texts or for other forms of communication (such as a photograph or a food package) this notion of context becomes problematic. When Halliday and Hasan (1989) relate written texts to the context of situation in their accounts, they simply project a context from the text, for example a broadcast talk by a bishop (p. 24f.) or a legal document (p. 12f.), using the contextual features of field, tenor and mode. In other words what is going on, who is involved and the channel of communication are projected from the text itself. Holmberg (2012) has been critical of the way that SFL deals with context showing how this becomes problematic as soon as we apply the notion to written texts. He gives an example of journalistic essays written by students in Swedish upper secondary school. First, Holmberg argues that the essays 'do not seem to have context at all in the sense that Halliday elaborates in his analysis of causal interaction' (ibid., p. 67) -the writing process itself hardly constitutes such a context. Second, even though these (written) texts in a sense has 'context in text', or that a context can be projected in terms of field, tenor and mode as in Figure 1 , such a projection is hard to generalize in a systematic way.
There is thefore an untenable assumption in SFL that context is recoverable from the text. This kind of projection becomes problematic when carrying out a critical form of problem-driven analysis. For example, if we are dealing with a kind of news-photograph, how can we project context from the actual image itself, by looking at how the metafunctions are realized through the visual 'syntax'? Machin (2016) begins to point to the problem here where he shows how much of the meaning of a photograph cannot be established at the level of the contents of the image itself. The image in Figure 2 , depicting of a girl during the war in Sarajevo in the 1990s, can help us think a little more about what is context here. In order to understand the meaning of such a photograph we must know something about the 'canons of use' of such forms of photojournalism.
Canons of use accounts for a different level of instances of communication than the semiotic resources (e.g. the actual contents of a photograph). Canons of use are the traditions of use of such instances along with the kinds of semiotic resources that tend to be employed in them. So a canon of use for the photograph are things like photojournalism, art galleries, advertising or personal photographs. Such canons of use come with establish meanings and patterns. And they are used as a means of communication in typical social practices, which for photographs can be journalism, family life, art, advertising, etc. And they are also infused into patterns of production and use.
In the case of photojournalism, the photograph is used in a way that documents reality, it bears witness to a moment, though it is a common criticism that photographs are far from such neutral representations (Tagg, 1988) . And photojournalism has established typical frames for representing different kinds of typical news events, such as conflicts (Cottle, 2009 ). In the photograph of the girl in Sarajevo the photographer (interviewed by the authors) clearly uses such well-trodden frames to represent a highly complex situation. Here this relates to childhood, where children and mothers are often used in war and disaster photojournalism to index break-down in society, human vulnerability and tragedy (Bouvier, 2014) . Such images are also designed for specific markets, with a specific grasp of the kinds of world views held by different reader and consumer groups. Obiviously, as Bateman et al. (2017, p. 84 ) point out when discussing context, 'social knowledges' are unevenly distributed. Access to technologies and social practices, as producers or consumers, will vary in a culture and be connected to power relations. The same photographer was also aware that different kinds of images, different canons of use, were tied to different social practices such as advertising and art. So images, as is described in the field of visual studies, must be accounted for as regards how they relate to different kinds of cultural gazes and industries of presentation (Tagg, 1988) . Photographs will therefore have canons of use associated with art and advertising, etc., each of which are produced through established instititutional practices and cultures and which viewers have been tutored to understand and to see as simply neutral, as part of the nature of their material world. This material world is structured, interacted with and communicated about using such canons of use which are part of social practices -of reading and understanding the news or going to an art gallery.
It follows that context cannot easily be projected from a text, or only to the extent that we have or acquire competence in the canons of use and social practices at hand. It is not directly present in the way that are say are the actual choices made by the photographer as regards things like framing and angle. So finding out the context, the canons of use and social practices involved, is crucial for a critical multimodal analysis. Clearly in the case of the photograph in Figure 2 , the photograph is meaningful because of these.
As we saw, context is not mentioned at all when Jewitt et al. (2016) and Djonov and Zhao (2018) explain the overall SFL multimodal approach. Here all context and meaning can be discovered by looking at how the metafunctions are realized through syntax. Such a form of analysis therefore simply cannot help us to understand how a text is used as a material form of expression. It can only lead to a kind of interpretation of semantics.
Texts as meaningful wholes
In the SFL model of multimodality a problem is also created by the very notion of what comprises a text, since all forms of communication and objects are approached as realization of the metafuntions. This has consequences when we deal with communication such as photographs or food-packaging which are created and experienced as material wholes, missing how such materials communicate and why they are deployed in the first place.
Berge (2012) has been critical of SFL's notion of text arguing that it lacks any notion of text as a meaningful whole or as a semiotic and material artefact and that this 'wholeness' must be the point of departure for the analysis. SFL starts from the systemic resources used for making meaning. It does not attend to texts/semiotic artefacts as wholes as the point of departure for analysis. Berge himself (2012) makes the case through the distinction between utterances and texts. Utterances are unique in a context of situation. But texts are culturally shaped through cultural traditions and norms as we saw for the example of the photograph of the girl in Figure 2 .
Treating texts as material wholes entails making a distinction between the configuration/outer form and the inner structure/design (Berge, 2012, p. 82) . In other words a text (or semiotic material) is shaped as a whole, which gives it a contextual configuration, where some bonds within which communication unfolds are coded. And it has an inner design which involves the kinds of semtioc choices used which form that whole. For example, Facebook is a semiotic material designed as a whole that affords certain types of communication. It is designed as a page, which codes the contextual configuration, its outer form, the bonds within which communication can unfold. The top section states who is the owner of the page and contains a photograph. There is a left column that specifies more about the page owner and which displays photos of friends, and a right column with adverts. The middle section is designed for posts ordered in reverse chronology, which points to a culture where 'the latest' is valued. Here a communicative infrastructure is set up enabling some, but not other types, of social interaction, where, for example, boxes for posts and comments are prefabricated, as is the button 'like', affording an immediate and positive response to posts and making comparisons possible in the sense of 'most likes wins'.
At the level of inner structure or design, we would find the choices of colour, typography, iconography, etc., used, or in language the cohesion between clauses or sentences (cf. Halliday & Hasan, 1976 , which accounts for this inner structure of texts, but not outer form, their contextual configuration). Communicating by means of semiotic materials involves forming a whole that can be employed in a certain context. For example, a child wanting to create a drawing for grandmother would take an A4 sheet as the bonds in which communication unfolds, an outer form, and then write-draw a 'message'. A child writing in Sweden where we live will often start with 'Hej' (hello) and end with 'Slut' (the end) -once again the bonds, the contextual configuration, inside them the actual communication unfolds. Again at the inner level we find the choices in colours and form used in the drawing and relations between words and clauses in the letter.
Metacommunication/outer form can signal different things (Bateson, 1977) . This can relate to the general bonds in which communication occurs, but also to the kinds of social and interpersonal relationships involved and the stance or point taken by a semiotic material. In other words outer form can be more or less elaborated. These kinds of outer forms create a kind of template or road-map, to be filled with our everyday texts. Such a line of thought cannot be captured by SFL. We argue that a notion of text must allow us to understand the nature of a semiotic artifact and its outer form. Ledin and Machin (2018b) suggest that what we have is, at at the micro level, a text, which is a semiotic material shaped as a whole that we encounter in an actual situation, like a Facebook page or a shampoo bottle. This actual text is part of culture, of a tradition of shared beliefs and behaviours, different social groupings, also including artefacts and technologies, such as writing systems, computers, cameras or grooming products. This is the macro level, and here we find general resources for making meaning in relation to cultural traditions. In between these at the meso level we have canons of use, the potentials for making meaning that semiotic resources/materials have in relation to types of context. So a photographer employs the general cultural resources of his time -like a digital camera and software -to make meaning according to existing 'canons of use', the typical ways of using photography in our culture and, for example, makes some routine and often shared semiotic choices in order to communicate war and human suffering. On this meso level we have choices modelled in relation to canons of use, which, as we have already pointed out, is where we can model choices in a way that is contextually relevant. Put simply materiality and communication become interdependent (Bateman et al., 2017, Chap. 3) where materials can support and reshape communicative practices.
As regards analyzing a 'text' such as the news photograph in Figure 2 , we take this to be a semiotic material shaped as a whole. It is of course a unique text on the micro level, but our interest would be to bring our the meso level and the 'canons of use' that it draws upon and how it is infused into social practices. Then, within its outer form/wholeness, at the inner level, we would point to the semiotic resources are deployed (as regards what is in the image or in a certain design), in the interest of certain actors. This approach is very different from devising the grammar of a semiotic mode, from using the metafunctions to establish the paradigmatic system (formalized in networks for all sub-systems) and then showing that in some context the meaning choices in the networks are drawn upon in a 'text'.
System and choices
The notions of system and choices underlie social semiotics. The term 'system' in particular provided one of the foundations for critical linguistics (e.g. Fowler et al., 1979) . Here system comes out as potential (Halliday & Matthiesen, 2014, pp. 20-24) . The grammar or 'system' that SFL proposes maps, as we have noted, meanings in a paradigmatic way in system networks. Meanings are construed as choices, as something for users to tap into in different contexts. We can contrast this to a formal or traditional grammar, which would start from forms and syntagmatic relations and formalize rules for phrases and clauses. Such formal linguistic structures would be very hard to apply to for example photographs or newspaper design. But the SFL framework, based on choices of meanings, can and has been transferred to such domains. And when Fowler et al. (1979) set the agenda for critical linguistics the important step was to show how such choices became loaded with ideology.
This idea of choices of meaning works very well and to different degrees for other forms of communication. In the design of shampoo bottles in Figure 3 we clearly see things like choices between width and height, roundness and angularity and as regards colour for the women's and men's products. In the photograph in Figure 2 we can say that the photographer has made certain semiotic choices such as to use the girl, a certain kind of framing, that it is monochrome, that it includes the window frame and bullet holes in the wall.
But whether these choices can also be represented as system networks is a different matter. And we would argue that it is entirely problematic to start with a system network which was designed to be 'one-size-fits-all', one which is used, as in the grand theory multimodality, to look for how a text realizes the types of meanings given by the metafunctions. As Jewitt et al. (2016) suggest such an approach would involve looking for the system, such as processes, participants, circumstances, which realizes the ideational or experiential metafunction. It would then look at things like angle of interaction and gaze to show how these realize the interpersonal function. All of these are often formalized and represented as system networks of choices as is found in the work of Halliday (1985) , where for example networks of choices in language will be given for how each metafunction is realized in language. Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) take an approach where linguistic processes realized in clauses, which is a sub-system belonging to the ideational metafunction, can be taken as the basis of visual grammar. While both these authors have since shifted away from such an assumption, this model remains highly influential. In Kress and Van Leeuwen's model processes in visual communication are formalized in a way akin to language, so that we get 'actions', 'mental processes', 'verbal processes' and 'reaction' being part of a system network or taxonomy which is six levels deep (p. 74). And, what in linguistics is called 'transitivity' (cf. Figure 1) , how roles and actors are dependent on the processes realized in verbs, are included, so that visual processes can be 'transactional' or not (so are people carrying out 'active' processes or not). Since SFL is about semantics, the realization of these processes and actors, how they actually are expressed and materialized, must be specified in a separate diagram (pp. 74-75).
So we see, as both Jewitt et al. (2016) and Djonov and Zhao (2018) explain, how in multimodality system networks are developed for the metafunctions, which amounts to constructing a grammar. Then the meanings are formalized in the networks -in this case the ideational metafunction and (visual) processes -are applied to the multimodal texts chosen. As for Figure 2 we would say that the girl realizes a 'non-transactional reaction', whose realization is defined as this: 'An eyeline vector emanates from a participant, the Reacter, but does not point at another participant' (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1996, p. 74 ). Continuing such an analysis we could look at processes in more photographs and also bring in language and scrutinize different processes coded by verbs. We might also say, using Kress and Van Leeuwen's (1996) original model, that the way someone in a photograph is pointing realizes an action and agency through the vector made by the form of their arm, or in Figure 2 perhaps by the gun.
We would argue that this kind of analysis -one which looks for processes and actors in a photograph -while also missing context, the nature of canons of use which are part of social practices -makes the error of missing the affordances of photographs. All semiotic materials come with affordnaces (Gibson, 1979) , with different possibilities to support action and make meaning for different actors, and as humans we develop technologies to shape and design materials ansd use them in canons of use. At the level of affordance photographs do not represent time but captured moments. They can only index time and movement and agency. If, rather than coming at the photograph from linguistic processes and syntax, we first describe what we see it comes out slightly differently. We might take look at the photograph and bodily and facial expression and pose as starting points. We might observe that the girl takes a restricted pose and stands still with the hands behind her back. Her eyes are open with a steady gaze and the mouth shut, with the lips slightly going down. This expression indexes, in our interpretation, that she is a bit melancholic. But her pose does not does not suggest fear nor cowering. She stands like this, sort of at ease, even though the soldiers are there.
So this is about indexing -photos do not code processes unfolding over time, as language does, which has to do with affordances, with photos being 'frozen moments', 'reality interrupted' (Sontag, 2004) . So as we interpret the indexing here, the girl is thinking, feeling and sensing at the same time, which is exactly what photographs -but not so easily language in a single clause -often represent. And this is all part of a tradition of a specific canon of use of photography. Such images are created to provide just this kind of access to moments of individual emotion.
Within SFL scholarship itself there have been criticisms of the very process of modelling the kinds of networks of choices which are produced uncritically in multimodality. A number of scholars point out that we need to ask in the first place what the choices stand for, or how they are motivated. In SFL, and in grand-theory multimodality, network choices make up an inventory of a sub-system related to a metafunction. But in this model it is not always clear how they are communicatively motivated, how they satisfy different higher order communicative strategies deployed in different contexts (Bache, 2013) . In other words such networks tend to be void of context. For example, in an analysis of the registers of radio news and sports bulletins, Berry (2013) demonstrates that the notion of choice should be tied to an account of the relationship between choice and context in this specific case. This very much aligns with the position we have made above where choices must be tied to specific contexts and forms of expressions.
How semantics becomes context: stratification
One reason for the emphasis on networks in SFL is that it is a meta-semantic theory. The system models content on the first place from which meaning is projected. The theory has a strict content-to-expression directionality where the system networks formalize meanings. We saw this in regard to how context is projected from the content of texts like photographs -since texts are imprinted with the need to fulfil the three metafunctions in any setting. No modelling of expression-to-content directionality exists, which, we would argue, is often a fruitful entry point to analyse multimodal communication as we saw in the case of the photograph where there are clearly traditions of forms of expression which are a starting point to grasping why certain choices in content have been made.
The reason for this content to expression directionality can be found in the SFL notion of 'stratification' (Halliday & Matthiesen, 2014, pp. 24-27) . Looking at this helps us to understand how it is that grand-theory multimodality risks losing the link between content and expression as we have suggested above. And this also helps us to see how concepts of the metafunctions used to describe content in the first place, are then projected outwards as an entry point for analysis, mistaking, we suggest, semantics for context.
Stratification deals with the way that language relates to the world and experience. It is usually explained with the help of figures as seen in Figure 4 . Halliday and Matthiesen (2014, Chap. 1) explain that language is used to make sense of what we experience and to manage interactions with others. Grammar here must be able to interface with the goings on in the world which require our understandings and with the social processes in which we are involved. Simultaneously it must also organize these to transform them in to words. These are the basis of the three metafunctions. They explain that this has two steps. First experiences and interpersonal relationships are transformed into Figure 4 . SFL diagrams for stratification. The upper diagram is taken from Halliday and Matthiesen (2014, p. 26) and the lower diagram is from Martin and Rose (2007, p. 297). meaning (the stratum of semantics). Then the meaning is transformed into wording (the next semantic stratum of lexicogrammar). This, they say, describes the process from the point of view of the speaker. It would be reversed for the listener. Eventually this comes out -is realized -as sounds, as phonology and phonetics, which is the expression. These stratified stages are represented as decreasing circles which sit within the larger circle of 'context'.
Since it is content that is stratified, as we see in the lower diagram, SFL relies on contentto-expression directionality when mapping signs or text. The system networks seek to document and formalize meanings and are supplemented with 'realizations' that point to expressions of these meanings -and this is where expression or materiality comes in. There is strict content-to-expression directionality, and no expression-to-content directionality (cf. Taverniers, 2011). As we argued above, expression, for example in the case of the photograph in Figure 2 , is already built in at the level of canons of use and the ideologies and meanings that these carry. And, as noted by the likes of Berry (2013), such networks are not necessarily applicable beyond specific contexts.
Obviously, we would argue, there are choices to be made relating to expression. For example, when designing the shampoo bottles in Figure 3 there would be choices as regards curvature or angularity, whether the plastic of the bottle should be thin or thin, whether the typeface light or with weight. But expression and materiality is just how meanings are realized on the 'lowest level'. This does not account for canons of use and affordances.
If we take the view of Hjelmslev (1961) content and expression always are fused (and only separated by us for purely analytical reasons). In the case of the photograph above, this kind of documentary/art photograph, and the affordance of the photograph to provide a window to reality, along with discourses about representing conflicts and suffering, are already infused into how reality is organized for us. This the same for all semiotic materials. The expressions are in this sense the same as the content, and an analysis might just as well start from expression as from content.
It is important to bear in mind that when carrying out an analysis of graphics or fonts it may indeed be useful to create inventories with expression forms such as 'angularity' and 'curvature'. Such expression forms are also relevant for the shower products in Figure 3 , where the female bottle is more slender, whereas the male, Axe bottle is thicker and stands steady. But this must certainly not comprise any grand theory or 'grammar', and such choices must still be placed within the contexts of specific uses.
In SFL based multimodality the metafunctions are assumed to be applicable to any kind of text as we saw in Jewitt et al. (2016) . This means that we can approach things like food packaging starting with metafunctions (Wagner, 2015) . So an orange juice carton has the texture and shape of an orange so it represents the idea of an orange. It is interpersonal as it creates a relation between the product and the buyer. The textual metafunction tells us how things like the label on a product and the texture combine to create a whole.
But, as we have already indicated, in this approach context tends to become the pregiven semantics that SFL build upon (cf. Ledin & Machin, 2018a; Van Leeuwen, 1999) . It misses how packages, or any semiotic artefact, are meaningful to us as material wholes. The green Garnier Fructis shampoo bottle in Figure 3 is a semiotic material which we experience as a whole, and belonging to a 'canons of use', in this case a tradition of construing femininity in women's grooming products. And then, within this outer form/ wholeness, a range of semiotic resources are deployed in a certain design in the interest of certain actors and also in specific sociopolitical contexts -here consumer capitalism and marketing. So, at the micro level is the material as a whole which we encounter in actual situations. At the macro level we have culture and different semiotic materials/resources with potentials for making meaning, In between these at the meso level we have canons of use, the potentials for making meaning that semiotic resources/materials have in relation to social practices, which relate to consumerism, commodification and associated discourses, like nature as 'pure', notions of 'healthiness', etc. This world of semiotic materials and semiotic choices with their affordances, as Hjelmslev (1961) pointed out, are the very same as our consciousness. And of course in the case of the shampoo bottles it is consumer capitalism which plays a major role in the formation of this materiality. Grand-theory multimodality de-couples texts from the very materiality-human consciousness of which they are a part.
Instantiation or canons of use
One highly important insight in SFL for the problem-driven empirical research done in CDS, as explained by Halliday and Matthiesen (2014, pp. 27-30) , is the notion of 'instantiation' (cf. Holmberg, 2012) . This has to do with the relation between the system of choices and actual cases of texts. In SFL this is referred to as a 'cline' where system and text are two poles of the cline. So at one end of the cline we have the overall potential and at the other a particular instance of use. In between these two poles there are what are called 'intermediate patterns' (ibid., p. 28). These intermediate patterns are often called 'registers' (Halliday, 1978 ) and related to different, historically evolved situation types. So ways of thinking and doing have been established as conventional ways of communicating in different types of contexts or situations. Linking this to what we have argued in earlier sections we can say that semiotic materials shaped as wholes can be usefully analyzed as instances of historically evolved canons of use, which resemble this idea of registers. But we must not view these as realisations of a context of situation (micro level), nor of a de-contextualized system of grammar (macro level).
The SFL idea of 'instantiation' is that the system and its potentials (that in principle are endless) have sub-potentials, or 'registers', which accounts for the way that texts then come out as instances of such sub-potentials (a quite different view then seeing texts as a realization of a context of situation). This appears a much more useful starting point for analysis of texts beyond spoken language where we take a food package, a film-clip, web page to be 'an instance' of 'a type', of an established canon of use, also of course associated with certain discourses and social practices.
Put another way we are not interested in making a grammar/system (the macro level), but start from a culturally and historically established sub-potential, a canon of use, that is associated with or deployed in certain contexts (the meso level). An actual material text (the micro level) is seen exactly as an instance of this sub-potential/canon of use. Such a way of thinking about analyzing multimodal communication in fact has some parallels in Fairclough's (1992, p. 71 ) notion of discourse. He argued that discourses are part of social practices. In other words, the discourses we find in texts are interwoven with how we do things in society. In between the level of text and social practice he placed his notion of 'discursive practices' which relates to the more sociological matters of things like production, distribution and consumption of texts. For Fairclough (ibid), and later emphasized by other critical discourse scholars (Richardson, 2007) , it was only by placing texts as part of social practices and understanding them as part of discursive practices that critical analysis could take place. Here we suggest that instances of multimodal texts should be seen as semiotic materials located in social practices and as part of canons of use.
Conclusion
The purpose for writing this paper was to point out that many of the concepts and procedures that have become taken for granted in much of multimodal analysis require further interrogation. The more specific aim here being the extent to which such concepts and procedures provide a useful basis for forms of critical discourse analysis which seek to ask specific research questions about the contents of texts and then carry out relevant forms of analysis to draw out the more buried details in those texts that allow us to answer those questions (e.g. Flowerdew & Richardson, 2018; Van Dijk, 2013; Wodak & Meyer, 2016) . What we have shown is that contemporary multimodal theory appears to present a grand theory which can account for all forms of communication, however different these may be. What we show is that this kind of model, based on assumptions in SFL is highly descriptive in the sense that it sorts all phenomena into predetermined networks to show the systemic character of a web page, food-package or film.
At a basic level such a form of analysis runs the risk of becoming entirely self-referential. A system is presented and then applied. What is labelled then appears as part of the system. Such a grand theory, an assumption that all forms of communication have a grammar, risks to corrupting things, blocking out context and ironically enough underpinning a monomodal perspective. In short, such an approach is of little use for answering concrete and critical research questions. And we see the symptoms of attempts to do so where in research papers the process of labelling appears indistinct from the process of analysis, where it is not clear how the labels and networks are producing actual insights, where it is not clear that the payoff is justified from the complexity of analysis and where relatively blunt concepts and lists or 'systems' of semiotic features in fact act as a filter for how data is approached irrespective of what form of tools might better suit analysis. And where the starting point of the analysis, or the identified problem, is based in the need to account for multimodal communication and not based in existing scholarly work which points to existing knowledge and gaps in knowledge.
As regards the SFL based grand theory of multimodality the notion of context and of text, we have shown, are simply not suitable for carrying out problem-driven critical research. We cannot use a model that seeks context from within the text. Nor can we remove texts from their complexity at the macro and meso level, which links them into social practices and how the world and forms of social relations are already to some extent mapped out for us. And for CDS one crucial aim is to discover just this, pointing to the power relations which these legitimize and maintain, whether this is a particular discourse of war, or the way that food packaging allow consumer capitalism to assimilate notions of addressing environmental issues or being healthy. We showed that the notion of choice is important but thay these need to be shown to be contextually relevant and shaped always by the macro level.
As a basic model of analysis for doing multimodal analysis in a way that is aligned with the principles of CDS canons of use must be an important starting point. This is part of showing whose interests are at stake. One way to do this is to consult relevant literature which points to such uses -for example as regards research on photojournalism. We can collect examples of texts which we see as semiotic materials shaped as wholes and explain how they relate to canons of use and discourses. These are instances of canons of use, laden with meanings that not only come from 'within' the semiotic artefact, but are taken for granted and deeply ideological which should be revealed through analysis. We can establish the contextually relevant choices in a certain canon of use. This can be done both with content-to-expression and expression-to-content directionality. We do not wish to make grammar of everything but are dealing with something embodied and materialized that shapes how we think and act in this world. But a detailed analysis must be done, a model of analysis, a method, must be there, just that it must be tied to actual contexts. The texts which form the data can then be analysed, related to the relevant literature, canons of use and discourses. And of utmost importance semiotic aspects only need to be analyzed which are necessary for answering the research question (Ledin & Machin, 2018b) . As Bateman et al. (2017, p. 215) stress, any multimodal analysis must start with 'fixing the analytical focus' according to a research question that is to be pursued, which involves making decisions on which kinds of semiotic materials and contexts are to be explored.
As a final comment, SFL and the forms of multimodality built around it, have been hugely inspiring and transformed the landscape of visual communication analysis. The concepts we introduce in this paper and the sequence for carrying our analysis do not reject these by any means, but, use them in slightly different ways, hopefully learning from how we see them used in scholarly work. But we think, at least, we have indicated that these concepts and assumptions must be reflected upon, perhaps approached in new ways, placed alongside and engage with other kinds of theories and models in order to make them more robust.
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